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Sexualising Girl’s Conduct 
Judy's case notes 
Between the ages of fifteen and seventeen, Judy appeared before the Children's Court on six separate 
occasions for matters involving welfare complaints. These are matters which relate to non-criminal 
conduct. She appeared twice for being uncontrollable, once for being destitute, once for breaching 
probation, once for absconding from a ward establishment and another time for being exposed to moral 
danger. On three occasions she was committed to an institution and on another occasion she was made a 
ward of the state
i
.  
 Judy lived in a complicated extended family arrangement. As a baby, her mother died, leaving 
her in the care of distant relatives. Judy then spent the remainder of her childhood living between the 
homes of two related foster families. She first appeared before the Children's Court charged with being 
exposed to moral danger after running away from one of these homes. Judy apparently told the district 
officer that she was caught smoking at school and feared being beaten with a stock whip if she returned 
home (Court Report, 17 July 1979). On this occasion the court released her on a period of probation for 
twelve months. A couple of weeks later Judy again ran away from home, but was apprehended by the 
school counsellor who immediately escorted her to the District Office where she was later interviewed. 
The information that emerged during the interview, quoted below, formed the basis of the complaint that 
Judy had breached her terms of probation.  
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 On Thursday, Judy ran away from school and was missing over night until located by 
Mrs X (the school counsellor) on the 4th August 79. 
 A lengthy interview was held with the girl at this office on the 4th August but she 
continually refused to return home and boasted quite freely of her activities with 
members of the opposite sex. The alternatives were carefully pointed out to Judy but she 
maintained her attitude and refused to return home.  She stated that she felt her sister was 
favoured more than she was. She stated that there had been more advances from John 
(her step-brother) and that this was not her problem at home. She stated that she felt she 
was not allowed enough freedom at home and also that she was harassed on the school 
bus. She stated that on Wednesday this week some boys had taken her comb and refused 
to return it until she undid her blouse revealing her breasts to them. She said that she had 
complied with this but agreed that she had not had to do this and that she had been a 
party to misconduct on the school bus. She further agreed that her foster mother had 
been advised of this behaviour and knew what had been transpiring by Wednesday 
evening and this had not made Judy popular at home. Judy further agreed that her 
reputation for engaging in sexual activities was becoming well known in the area and 
that she had, herself, encouraged this a very large extent. 
 The girl was brought from a remand shelter on 9th August 1979 to appear before a 
Special Court for Remand purposes and she again refused to return home. Mrs X (foster 
mother) stated that she felt the girl did not want to be restricted in her activities at all but 
wished to be allowed to do as she chose, and that this had been the case when she lived 
at (another foster home) when she was allowed more freedom.  
 Mr and Mrs X state that they can no longer control the girl and fear for the consequences 
of her continuing to behave in the manner she had demonstrated over the past few 
months. The girl refuses to return home and there are no other relatives willing to accept 
her care. It is also of further interests that the girls were not aware of their true status (as 
foster children) until recent times and this has no doubt contributed to Judy's unsettled 
behaviour. Judy has had an unfortunate upbringing in that she has been subject to 
molestation by people whom she should have been able to trust but in spite of intensive 
efforts to assist the girl since her last appearance at Court she refuses to behave in an 
acceptable manner and has indicated that she wishes to be allowed her freedom and not 
be restricted.  
 In all the circumstances, particularly in view of her attitude, I feel that Judy should be 
committed in general terms where efforts can be made in a controlled situation to rectify 
some of the damage that has already been done. Recommendation: Committal to an 
Institution (Court Report, 10 August 1979) 
 On the day Judy was to appear in court, a family who had previously cared for her, agreed to do 
so again. In view of this she was given a suspended committal for a period of eighteen months. Upon her 
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release, Judy was closely supervised by the district officer who instigated a series of regular (and often 
unannounced) visits to her home and school
ii
. Two months into her suspended committal Judy appeared 
before the Children's Court charged with being uncontrollable after failing to return home one night. 
Before setting out the reasons for taking court action, the Court Report prepared by the supervising 
district officer provided a summary of Judy's family background, a description of the family home, 
financial situation and details of Judy's two previous court appearances. The Court Report then 
rationalised Judy's committal to an institution in the following terms: 
 (Judy) settled well initially. After the honeymoon period, however, the pressures started 
to build for Judy. There was confusion ... there was loneliness ... there were difficulties 
settling into a new school and area where unfortunately her previous reputation became 
known; and probably most of all the attempts in mid-adolescence to sort out all the 
emotional bondings in her life. Judy began to rebel against school although truancy was 
not a feature and it was decided that if she could find a job she could be exempted.  She 
was successful in these efforts and there suddenly commenced an acceleration of local 
gossip about Judy and her activities and proclivities which most likely was a fair mixture 
of fact and fiction. No real misbehaviour became apparent until 27/9/79 when she stayed 
out until 2 a.m. after a bashing from a local girl. After that were a couple of incidents of 
late arrival home which were not reported to me, and then on 8/10/79 she left home in 
the afternoon and did not return. She contacted  X (her foster brother) the following 
morning however, was very distressed and asked him to bring her home. She claimed to 
have just walked around most of the night just thinking. On this occasion she was 
reminded of the conditions of the Court Order during the course of another counselling 
interview, and she was therefore given one more chance. The School Counsellor also 
had a long interview with Judy in the following week and thought that progress was 
being made by Judy in her attitudes and self evaluation.  
 However, the following Saturday Judy failed to arrive home after a day spent with her 
natural father and was finally found by police when she was walking along the road on 
Monday morning. I have not had an opportunity to talk to Judy since then but I am in no 
doubt that the lass is in desperate need of some time to break her present cycle of 
behaviour and also to reinforce that Orders of the Court are not to be treated lightly. I 
think that essentially she is a kind girl who is desperate for acceptance but is seeking this 
acceptance in ways that will damage her irreparably. I would imagine that at the moment 
her self esteem is about as low as it will ever get. 
 There are no other relatives in a position to take Judy but in any case one could not see 
such a solution being helpful as it would only add to her confusion. A voluntary 
placement is not possible because of her age and lack of job skills. She has no real 
ambition but is gifted in Art and Craft work. It is felt that committal to a training school 
would serve Judy's best interests at this stage as the controlled environment would curb 
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her impulsive behaviour and afford protection whilst she gains some extra maturity. 
Recommendation: Committal to an Institution  (Court Report, 20 October 1979) 
 After the court appearance Judy was admitted to a detention centre where she underwent the 
usual testing and finger-printing. A note was sent to the detention centre advising that `Judy over the past 
few months has been increasingly sexually promiscuous' and recommended that `specific medical 
examination to exclude disease should be undertaken' (Note on File, 24 October 1979). 
 Judy had been a victim of incest in both the foster families from which she had tried to escape. 
Although this fact was known to court officials, the local police and the supervising district officer, after 
five months in custody, Judy was returned to the care of one of these families only to repeat the 
performance. Early the following year, she was again charged with being uncontrollable and sentenced to 
an institution (Court Report, 10 January 1980) from which she was released into the care of the same 
abusive family. When this placement broke down Judy was charged with being destitute and made a 
ward of the state. She was transferred to a ward hostel from which she absconded many times. During 
one such escapade, Judy returned to one of the foster homes where she had been abused and administered 
a near fatal overdose. She was admitted to hospital where she remained in a critical condition for some 
time (Psychological Assessment for Children's Court, 14 January 1980). Immediately following the 
suicide attempt, the child welfare authorities charged Judy with absconding from a ward establishment. 
This is how she came to be committed to an institution for the third and final time during her adolescence.    
 
Girls, Truancy and Juvenile Justice 
Court action either for truancy or involving truancy was taken against 43 of the 59 girls in Carrington’s 
case study sample.  In 24 of the 43 cases where truancy was a major component in a repertoire of 
delinquent behaviours presented to the court, the first encounter with the justice authorities was actually 
initiated by the school. In the remaining 16 cases contact with the justice authorities was initiated in a 
variety of other ways, some coming into contact with the authorities through the probation of other 
siblings, others through informants such as neighbours, relatives or professionals of various kinds, such as 
doctors, nurses or social workers. In only three of 43 cases did the justice authorities confine their concern 
to schooling. These cases were atypical because the behaviour of these three girls outside school was not 
also considered delinquent. For these girls their persistent absences from school constituted the sole basis 
for court action.  
Sandra’s Notes 
It must be emphasised that Sandra's case was less typical of the others studied by Carrington (1993) in 
that the justice authorities were basically only concerned with her school default. This over-emphasis is 
partly addressed by using the case notes of other girls in the latter part of the discussion. These cases were 
more typical than Sandra's in that the justice authorities were concerned with their conduct more 
generally both at school and out of school and not just with the fact they had failed to attend school. 
 Sandra had lived most of her childhood in an extended family arrangement with her mother, six 
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siblings and a few nephews and nieces. Her father had died several years before. The family was 
supported by the widow's pension and resided in what court documents described as `an old timber three 
bedroom dwelling with outside toilet' (Record of Case on Committal to an Institution, 5 June 1975). At 
the age of thirteen Sandra was committed to an institution under Section 72 (o) of The Child Welfare Act, 
1939 (NSW) for failing to attend school regularly. Two of her siblings, both brothers, appeared in court 
with Sandra and were also committed to institutions for truancy. Sandra had twice previously appeared 
before the Children's Court for irregular school attendance and on both occasions was released on 
probation. On this occasion the court was told that Sandra had been absent from school 50 days in the 
previous year and 41 days in first term. The court was also informed that Sandra was content to stay away 
from school to help her mother who had apparently encouraged her to do so (Court Report, 5 June 1975). 
It seems the district officer supervising this family of persistent school defaulters had become immensely 
frustrated by the lack of value attached to education within this family. This particular anxiety about 
Sandra's family was conveyed to the Children's Court in the following way:  
 Her (Sandra's) account of why she was charged was confused. She couldn't understand 
the reasons for her committal. She says her mother can't either. None of the members of 
this family can see a problem with staying away from school. They refuse to accept that 
it is breaking the law. (Court Report, 5 June 1975) 
 While in custody Sandra was assessed by a departmental psychologist `as an under-achiever at 
school' (Psychological Report, 10 June 1975). The same report also noted that at least four of her siblings 
had previously been committed to corrective institutions, and all seven children in the family had been 
under supervision for school default at some time or another (Psychological Report, 10 June, 1975).  
 A major issue to emerge from reading Sandra's notes is that those already most disadvantaged in 
the schooling system tend to susceptible to more disciplinary regimes of control through the enforcement 
of compulsory schooling regulations. Sandra, like most of the girls in the study, came from a socially 
disadvantaged family background. She lived in single parent household with a large number of siblings 
and whose family had little access to monetary resources or cultural capital from which to build a better 
future for their children. A body of educational research suggests that lower educational outcomes and 
persistent absences from school are much more common among working-class children and their families 
than among children from more privileged class backgrounds (Connell, et al, 1983). An educational 
curriculum geared to university entrance is thought by some educationalists to make most subjects 
irrelevant to the concerns of many students, for whom trade, manual, clerical or domestic employment is 
the main destination (Watson, 1985, p. 116). A disregard for the worth or relevance of education by some 
children is one outcome (White, 1990, pp. 95-96). Truancy and educational failure are others 
(Humphries, 1981, pp. 52-54). Certainly there was a lot of this in Sandra's large and obviously 
disadvantaged family unit. 
 Sandra was not only disadvantaged in the schooling system because of her social class 
background, but also because of her sex. It seems she was destined to follow the trajectory of her mother 
and older sisters into a future of domesticity for which an education seemed unnecessary. A body of 
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feminist educational theory suggests that the schooling system historically operated to the disadvantage of 
the female sex by preparing girls for a future of domesticity and boys for the world of work (MacDonald, 
1980, p. 31; Gaskell, 1977, p. 52; Deem, 1980, p. 82). Pedagogical practices which provide only a narrow 
range of possible feminine subjectivities make school a bore for many girls. It is understandable that girls 
looking for excitement and adventure are enticed to play truant.  
 In most of the cases of truancy Carrington examined the school and juvenile justice authorities 
suspected that girls before the courts for school default had in fact stayed home to assist with domestic 
chores. Jessie's case was represented in precisely these terms in the court report quoted below.  
 Jessie has been in trouble for poor school attendance since 1976. Her usual pattern is to 
refuse to attend school in the morning or else she gets up too late to catch the bus. Some 
of the factors involved in her school refusal appear to be: 
 1. Peer difficulties at school. Jessie's family which is a single parent one, has a bad 
reputation around the area, with both her mother and brothers coming under the adverse 
notice of the police. As a result Jessie is the object of quite a deal of teasing and `stirring' 
by peers at school. Jessie is easily `stirred' and this naturally only encourages her peers in 
their teasing. 
 2. Mrs Samuels, because of work commitments is not at home to supervise Jessie in 
getting off to school. As mentioned previously, Jessie often simply stays in bed or gets 
up too late to catch the bus. There is also some evidence that Jessie's mother and the 
family tacitly encourage Jessie's non-attendance. For example, the mother often provides 
the excuses to the school and the district officer for Jessie and her sister frequently gets 
Jessie to mind her children when Jessie doesn't go to school. (Court Report, 17 August 
1980) 
 The absences of both Sandra and Jessie from school were understood by the authorities as being 
attributable to domestic demands which had the tacit endorsement from their respective family units. 
Sandra stayed at home to assist her mother and also her sister with child minding. This girl was caught in 
a double bind. Whilst her presence at school was not particularly valued, nor were her absences from 
school endorsed by the school authorities in any formal sense. They were regarded just as serious as the 
absences of her two brothers. Presumably if the authorities thought Sandra's schooling was so 
unimportant on the basis of her sex, then why would they bother taking action against her for non-
attendance? Whilst I cannot answer this question, one plausible explanation is that the school did not 
want to take the responsibility for trying to provide girls like Sandra with the necessary inducements to 
attend school. Palming her off onto `the welfare' provided a way of avoiding any such responsibility.  
 There was also a suspicion in many of the cases, like the one quoted below, that girls not at 
school were left unsupervised and hence exposed to moral danger. This is Jessie's second court 
appearance.  
She appeared at the Children's Court previously on a complaint that she was not 
attending school. The matter was remanded, however during the remand period the 
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girl and her family moved to another state. When the family retuned to this area the 
court action was not proceeded with. Jessie's record of truancy over the past year has 
been 56 days in term one and 13 days in term two. Although this is Jessie's first 
court appearance for a considerable time, it is felt that there are a number of reasons 
which would indicate that a period of committal is necessary. Firstly, Jessie's very 
poor attendance to date, despite attempts to try an overcome the situation, which 
means that the girl is working far below her ability. Secondly, her failure to attend 
school regularly since the first appearance on this matter in May this year and even 
more recently her failure to attend school any day last week. This would seem to 
indicate that the girl is not willing to cooperate at all. Finally the fact that Jessie has 
obviously had sexual intercourse quite recently, and possibly over a period of time. 
Taking into account the poor family circumstances and the opportunities available 
while she is truanting there is good reason to believe that if she is allowed to remain 
at home she will continue to be exposed to moral danger. Recommend: Period of 
committal. (Court Report, 9 August 1980)  
 In cases like these parents were roundly condemned for not delivering their children to school on 
a regular basis. This raises important issues about the government of children and the respective roles that 
families and schools have in this process. A recurring point of contention is that by making attendance at 
school compulsory it appears that the school has a declared supremacy over other forms of socialisation, 
such as the family in the government of youth (Donzelot, 1979: 201). In some cases tension between the 
school authorities and families over matters such as school attendance may end up as court action taken 
against their children. Terry's case is an example where this occurred. It demonstrates how schools gain 
normalising access, not just to children, but to their parents through their child's schooling. 
Terry’s Notes 
Terry was thirteen and a half years old when the school counsellor requested the local district officer's 
assistance in dealing with Terry's persistent non-attendance at school. Terry was charged with being 
uncontrollable and remanded in custody. The court later released her on probation to be of good 
behaviour, attend school regularly, accept the supervision of the department and attend counselling at a 
Child Guidance Clinic. In less than two months, however, Terry reappeared before the Children's Court 
on a complaint that she had breached the terms of probation because she had continued to truant from 
school and was committed to an institution. The case against her rested on a technical fact that her 
absences for illness were not endorsed by a medical practitioner. This provided the district officer with 
grounds to suspect that Terry's mother had again allowed her daughter to stay home without good cause. 
This evidence was tendered to the Children's Court in the form of a record of interview between Terry 
and the district officer and stated more bluntly in the accompanying court report, the relevant extracts 
from both documents have been quoted below. 
DO: `The school records show that you have not attended school this term. Is that 
true?' 
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Terry: `I went on the first day of term, but got sent home sick.' 
DO: `Have you got a medical certificate to cover your absences?' 
Terry: `No.' 
DO: `Have I warned you before about getting medical certificates for having days 
off school?' 
Terry: `Yes.' (Record of Interview, 21 September 1979) 
Mrs Cowan has been spoken to about the necessity for medical certificates, but to 
date she had not done so. Mrs Cowan has expressed the feeling that Terry is often 
not really sick enough to stay home from school, but Mrs Cowan provides the 
necessary notes. (Court Report, 21 September 1979) 
 Terry had been absent from school seemingly with her mother's permission. It is in this context 
that compulsory schooling provisions provide an effective mechanism for gaining access, not just to 
children, but to families who fail to abide by their civic duty to send their children to school. Compulsory 
schooling can also provide a mechanism for gaining access to the child's conduct outside school. Terry's 
case is a good example of this also. After coming under the supervision of the department through court 
action for school default other dimensions of Terry's life, most notably her leisure activities, soon came 
under fairly intense scrutiny. This scrutiny led to the supervising district officer laying charges against her 
for being uncontrollable. The substance of the allegation was represented to the Children's Court in the 
following manner. 
 ... She didn't have permission to my knowledge to be out late the four times in the last 
three weeks. She was granted a school exemption when she was discharged from 
Training School. She hasn't worked since. She says recently she has been looking for 
work but hasn't been able to get any. Most of the time spent as Westpoint is usually 
spent either wandering around the shops or down at the wine bar which operates there. It 
is a licensed premises. There is a wine bar adjacent to a snack bar and children under 18 
usually sit in the snack bar and bought drinks by friends who are 18 ... She has admitted 
previously to drinking alcohol. I don't think she has her parents permission to go to the 
pool room. I have told her I don't think it is a good place to spend one's time. The answer 
I am usually given is that there is no where else to go in Blacktown. She gave no reason 
for being out to 12.30 on the time recently when she was spoken to by police. (Court 
Report, 25 October 1979) 
 Clearly, the focus of juvenile justice intervention had shifted in Terry's case from an initial 
concern with what she did at school to what she did outside school, particularly in her leisure time and in 
public places. This is significant because it occurred in 21 of the 24 cases where the schooling authorities 
initially channelled girls into the reaches of the juvenile justice authorities. Anny John's case illustrates 
how this umbrella effect works. 
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Policing Families Through Penal Welfarism 
Christine’s Notes 
Christine was 12 years old when she was committed to state wardship on a charge of public mischief 
along with three younger siblings. Court documents described the incident in the following terms: 
 Christine with her two sisters and a brother went to the police with a story that their 
younger sister had been sexually assaulted and abducted. After a wide police search a 
man who fitted the description of the man the Neaves' children told the Police was 
arrested and taken to X Police Station. He was a prominent businessman in Parramatta. 
After many interviews it was learnt that the children had made up the story. (Court 
Officer's Report to Establishments, 13 March 1976) 
 The case against the Neaves children did not rest on substantiating before the court that they were 
delinquent or that the family was fraught with violence and conflict. In fact the department was aware of 
a strong bond of affection among the children and their parents and the court was even told that this was 
so. Rather the substance of the case against the Neaves children rested on expert advice that the parents 
were incompetent and the family dysfunctional. Initially that advice came from the supervising district 
officer. After describing details of both parents and thirteen children the district officer provided the court 
with the following lengthy report based on her inquiry into this family's background. 
Home: The home is an old weatherboard cottage in a dilapidated condition. It must 
be pointed out that the material conditions of the home must now surely be better 
than any other home of the family. Nevertheless the home is somewhat of a 
landmark in the area. In comparison with the general standard it is well below par. 
The home is rented and is to be demolished in the near future to make way for a new 
shopping complex. 
Income: Mr Neaves - Unemployed $86 per week. 
 Board from four children $30 per week 
Disbursements: Rent - $28 per week 
This family has always been in financial difficulties. 
General: This family has been supervised by the Department on a preventative basis 
since 1962 when a complaint of neglect and poor school attendance was received. 
Since that time the family have moved on numerous occasions always to run-down 
homes and always where the children have not had adequate bedding. Over the 
years Mr Neaves has had numerous jobs, mainly as a truck driver, but interspersed 
with periods of unemployment. This man has been unemployed since July 1974 and 
to my mind has made no concerted effort to obtain a position to support his family. 
The family as always been in financial difficulty and all major voluntary agencies 
have been involved until they have withdrawn, stating they were not prepared to 
help the family any longer. 
 All of the older children have appeared before the Court on different complaints. 
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Sara ran away from home and was committed to an institution. Fred was charged 
with indecently assaulting a young girl. Vicki and Matthew, school defaulters, ran 
away from home and were committed to an institution. Paul has been on probation. 
Debbie was also committed to an institution as she would not remain in the home 
and is currently on probation. This lass is currently residing at a halfway house and 
was a police witness in a carnal knowledge matter two weeks ago. To my mind this 
girl is the `scapegoat' of the family and is blamed for many arguments that occur in 
the home. Heather is a restored ward and is also currently on probation for running 
away from home. This is Roger's first court appearance. This is also the first court 
appearance for Christine and Lynnette. 
 This family requires close supervision. The one redeeming factor being that there is 
a reasonably warm, dependent relationship between the parents and younger 
children. Both Mr and Mrs Neaves have recently joined the Bowling Club and are 
spending some time away from home. They state that they cannot understand why 
their children behave the way they do because they have given them everything and 
try to be good parents. Because of their limited intelligence and response to critical 
advice family casework is somewhat limited. Mr Neaves' comment to me regarding 
the children's criminal offence was that he could see no serious consequences other 
than the fact that the police had been embarrassed about it. He cannot see that there 
are serious problems underlying his children's act, and again this limits counselling. 
Further disturbing is the fact that these young children appear to be fully aware of 
sexual terms and actions, and while there is no concrete evidence regarding any type 
of sexual misconduct there still exists a niggling doubt. The only evidence there has 
been during my supervision is a reported assault on one of the girls by the older 
brother, towards the end of last year. There was no medical evidence to substantiate 
this. 
 I strongly feel that Mr and Mrs Neaves could make a concerted effort to give the 
proper control and care to their children and that Mr Neaves could make every effort 
to obtain a job so that his example can be beneficial to his children with regard to 
taking his place in the community. Over the years it has been considered that these 
parents are borderline incompetent and close supervision has been given, although 
without much improvement in the standard of living and care of the children, but 
because of the bond between the children and parent it is considered that Christine 
should be returned to the care of her parents for a probationary period. This is the 
first time the lass has appeared before a Children's Court. She admits writing 
obscene letters with the intention of incriminating her older sister. This action was in 
collaboration with another sister. Christine enters High School this year and it is 
hoped she will be placed in the normal streams as it appears she is brighter than the 
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other children. I have always found her to be co-operative reliable and pleasant. 
However, the inevitable personal disintegration within this family has commenced 
in relation to Christine. It is hoped that this Court appearance has had a beneficial 
effect on the lass and that close supervision will assist the lass to cope within her 
family unit to which she is warmly attached. (Court Report, 4 March 1976)  
 Prior to the court appearance both parents and children were sent to a Child Guidance Clinic for 
assessment. The psychologist who undertook that assessment provided the following advice to the court 
about the `incompetent parental management' of Christine's family. 
The above named four children were interviewed and tested in this Clinic on the 
3rd March 1976. Their parents attended for assessment on 29 February 1976. It 
was established that an older child of the family was fully assessed here in June 
1974 following a charge of uncontrollable. She is at present completely rejected by 
the family and lives elsewhere. Both Mr and Mrs Neaves present as intellectually 
dull and insightless. It was no use trying to gain comprehensive material regarding 
the family's daily functioning, as they were unable to perceive that there was a 
problem at all or to speculate about the causal factors in their children's offensive 
behaviour. It is, however, abundantly clear that the major part of the Neaves' 
children's problem behaviour has its roots in incompetent parental management, 
due to specific parental inadequacy. This is a multi-problem family known to and 
supported by the department of YACS for twelve years. Behaving in a manner 
unacceptable to broader society to the children merely means conforming to the 
closest values and norms they know i.e. those held by subcultural-type family unit. 
On testing the Children intellectually, the following results were indicated. 
1st Child - low average 
2nd Child - low average 
3rd Child - upper average 
4th Child - mentally retarded 
Their scholastic performance is consistent with this finding. No evidence of 
serious mental illness was found in any of these four children. They are considered 
to be emotionally, intellectually and socially deprived. They are four of ten 
illegitimate children to their parents who have 18 children between them, eight 
from former unions. I see no easy solution. The prognosis for rehabilitation of the 
family as a whole is considered poor. The likelihood of them remaining a 
community liability for a long while to come, is fairly strong ... Eventual 
environmental manipulation of these children seems inevitable. (Psychological 
Assessment for Children's Court, 4 March 1976) 
 Despite the fact that the district officer recommended a period of probation the presiding 
magistrate committed three of the four children before the court, including Christine, to wardship. The 
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older sibling involved in the prank was sentenced to a juvenile detention centre. Soon after her committal 
a report on Christine's file stated the she `was most upset at being made a state ward - the separation from 
her family has distressed her greatly' (Assessment Report on Ward, 13 March 1976).  
 The permanent removal of the Neaves children through their committal to state wardship was 
considered necessary not so much because of the nature of the offence, but more because of the nature of 
the family. The Neaves were considered `a multi-problem family' known to the department for twelve 
years. The family had been under departmental supervision since before Christine was born. Christine 
was one of ten children living in the home, but had another seven siblings living elsewhere. All her older 
siblings had appeared before the Children's Court for one reason or another, but most for school default. 
The parents were assessed as `culturally deprived', `intellectually dull and insightless', `borderline 
incompetent' and `lacking control over their children'. Not only did the parents refuse to accept the advice 
of the experts but they apparently asserted the legitimacy of a different set of family values and resisted 
the intrusions of the welfare. It was this evidence of an oppositional family culture about which the child 
welfare agencies expressed much fear, frustration and anger. In the view of the child welfare authorities, 
the Neaves were the kind of family who reared delinquents, louts and unemployables, not law-abiding 
citizens. It was not the kind of family through which state agencies could exercise governance - through 
adherence to contemporary educative, medical and legal norms. The Neaves were considered to be a 
`community liability' and neither the school nor the welfare agencies could exert any moral authority over 
this family to make them `better citizens'.  
 As with many cases of alleged or reported child abuse (Carter et al, 1988, p. 22) in this case 
poverty has become synonymous with parental incompetence. Not surprisingly `the effects of such a 
strategy have fallen predominantly on the working-class family' (Collison, 1980, p. 158). Having been 
assessed as incompetent, the basis exists, as Donzelot suggests, for the liberal state to dispense with 
consent, appropriating the children and eschewing the family's parental rights. This is exactly what 
happened to Mr and Mrs Neaves. They were classified as dysfunctional and their children were 
appropriated into state care. The department was so zealous about keeping the children out of contact 
with their parents, that their requests for weekend and holiday leave with their children were continually 
refused. Reasons given for denying the parents' request for weekend leave usually took the following 
form. 
Miss X the district officer feels that weekend leave should not be granted for Christine as 
yet. This is part of the incentive for the Neaves family to seriously attempt to establish an 
acceptable standard. (Note on file, Placement Officer, 25 May 1976) 
 The main conclusion to be drawn from Christine's case is that decisions about what to do with a 
child before the Children's Court rest heavily upon the character of the child's family, as supplied to the 
court by various experts, and not as commonly believed, on events surrounding the commission of a 
discrete act or crime. The juvenile justice authorities regard the family as both the source and saviour of 
juvenile delinquency. The family of the delinquent child is thus held to account for the deviance of its 
members, just as Mrs and Mr Neaves were held responsible for the petty misdemeanours of their 
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children. 
 
Punishing Mothers 
Kathy's notes 
Kathy appeared before the Children's Court five times between the ages of twelve and fifteen; three times 
for being uncontrollable and twice for absconding from a ward establishment. She was one of eight 
children, six of whom were living in the family home, which was a standard three bedroom fibro housing 
commission dwelling. The family had undergone many years of financial hardship as paid work for both 
parents was interspersed with lengthy periods of illness and unemployment. The family had also been 
under departmental supervision since 1962, the year Kathy was born. During that year an older sister, 
then aged twelve, was a victim of sexual assault. Departmental supervision was requested by the 
Magistrate `who commented adversely on the lack of parental control and poor environment at that time' 
(Application for Restoration, 4 February 1974). A note pinned to the front page of Kathy's dossier depicts 
quite succinctly the image of the family portrayed within its many pages. 
Spoke to regular district officer (who) said the family were hopeless - had been under casework 
supervision since 1962 - parents were irresponsible and ineffectual and their lives 
revolve around the hotel - they didn't care much about the children. Most of the older 
children have been in institutions and haven't done well. (Note on File, 25 January 1976) 
 Kathy was born into a status of supervision - a status which meant that she and her siblings were 
under constant scrutiny by `the welfare'. In fact the same district officer had supervised the family since 
1965. Four of Kathy's older siblings had been before the Children's Court at one time or another, mostly 
for welfare related complaints and this is how Kathy's behaviour first came to the notice of the authorities. 
It was the district officer, who during a routine probation check of an older sister during a visit to the 
family home, initiated court action against Kathy and her two younger brothers. All three children were 
charged with being uncontrollable, taken to court and made state wards. They were kept in a remand 
centre in Sydney for a short time before being split up. Kathy was sent to Lynwood Hall a departmental 
shelter for girls in Sydney. Her brothers were sent to Brush Farm a ward establishment outside Sydney. 
Both establishments were hundreds of kilometres from the district where they had lived, making it 
immensely difficult for their parents to make regular visits. The parents requested the immediate return of 
their children. In a burst of anger Mrs Jones confronted the district officer insisting that her children had 
done nothing wrong and should not have been taken away from her. The district officer's report, quoted 
below, strenuously denies this claim and recommends that the children remain in departmental care.  
The Home: Three bedroom housing commission dwelling fibro/cement construction 
Financial Position: As both parents work the family should be in a satisfactory 
financial position but I understand this is not the case as both are heavy drinkers. 
General: The history of the family is well documented as they have been under 
supervision since 1962, when the eldest daughter then aged 12 was the victim of a 
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sexual assault when left by her parents who were drinking at the local hotel. The 
case was originally drawn to the department's attention by Justice X who 
commented adversely on the lack of parental control and poor environment at that 
time. I personally have visited this family since 1965. During that time there has 
been a sad story of lack of parental interest and control with the children starting a 
familiar pattern of school default in primary school and drifting on to predelinquent 
activities early in High School and eventually appearing before the local Children's 
Court. Vickie, John and Lisa have all appeared before the local Children's Court. 
Sandra is currently on probation as the result of an appearance before Court in 
February 1974. She in not attending school at moment although of school age.  
 The subject children were committed to wardship after a long series of truancy 
episodes of up to a week, it is significant that rarely were these absences reported to 
this department or to the local police. Apparently the parents were not concerned 
about their children or did not wish to draw further attention to themselves. The 
parents demand the return of their children, but have little insight into the long 
standing problems which led to their committal. Their pattern of living is the same 
as formerly and they cannot perceive that the children's difficulties are largely due to 
a negative disinterested attitude by the parents. I am convinced that should the 
subject children be returned to their parents they would follow in the footsteps of the 
older siblings within a short time. In my view the children would be much better off 
in the care of the department. Recommendation: decline application for restoration. 
(Application for Restoration, 4 February 1975) 
  After being made a state ward Kathy remained in a distressed state having been wrenched from 
all family ties, including contact with her brothers also made state wards. She made two attempts to 
abscond from the ward shelter and several to take her own life. Each time she tried to return home. 
Showing absolutely no leniency, on both occasions Kathy was charged with absconding
iii
 and on the 
second occasion was sentenced to a detention centre as punishment for having absconded. Kathy spent 
seven months in detention before being released to her parents. Her release was delayed by several 
months because the district officer would not approve the home conditions as suitable for her return. It 
was only when her father was admitted to hospital with a terminal illness that approval was finally 
granted for Kathy to return home. Mr Jones died later that year.  
 Several months passed during which the district officer left the grieving family alone. However 
almost immediately after the death of Mr Jones the district officer made another round of complaints 
against the children. The court dismissed the first of these. This is significant in itself. It says a lot about 
the zealousness of this district officer, given that the children's court rarely dismisses complaints unless 
they are withdrawn by the department. In this instance the presiding magistrate decided against the 
recommendation of the department. A couple of weeks later the supervising district officer tried again. 
This time charging Kathy with being uncontrollable, he claimed that she had stayed out at night without 
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his knowledge and had not been of good behaviour. This time Kathy was not so lucky. The presiding 
magistrate concurred with the district officer's assessment and sent her to a detention centre. 
 Two months into her second committal, the district officer sent a report to the superintendent 
recommending that there was `no possibility of returning home' (Home Report on Institutional Inmate, 6 
February 1976). Singling out the mother the district officer stated:  
 I feel that I could still not recommend that Kathy return to her home because Mrs Jones 
shows little control and little apparent concern for the girl. She was only restored a 
period of just over three months and in that time had two court appearances for 
uncontrollability. On both occasions Mrs Jones had not bothered to contact me 
immediately or inform the police of the fact that the girl is missing. Kathy has many 
friends in the area but unfortunately most of them are unfavourably known and I feel that 
if she were returned to her mother it would be only a short period before she 
transgressed again. Recommend: no possibility of returning home (Home Report on 
Institutional Inmate, 6 February 1976) 
   With a view of releasing Kathy the superintendent requested another home report and received 
the following all too predicable reply which amounted to little more than a character assassination of each 
family member residing in the home. 
 At the present time, Anne, Mrs Jones' married daughter is residing in the home. She is 
separated from her husband and his whereabouts are unknown. Her three children are 
wards and I believe that they are placed in foster homes. Anne's reputation since going to 
the Jones home has been most unsatisfactory. She is visiting numerous hotels and 
apparently becoming under the influence of intoxicating liquor. She is also gaining 
another reputation but I do not feel competent to comment on this. It has been suggested 
to Anne that she should attempt to stay at home and save her money in the hope that she 
may be able to re-establish herself, obtain a home and apply for restoration of her 
children. At present she is in receipt of unemployment benefits and pays Mrs Jones 
about $6.00 per week. The rest she uses on her own activities.  
 Sandra is a bit disgruntled at home. She is talking of leaving and going to live with her 
sister Anne. Sandra has applied for unemployment benefits and it seems fairly certain 
that these will be granted. If it is granted she claims that she will pay probably about $3 
or $4 per week board to her mother. It was suggested to Sandra that this was not 
sufficient under the girl's circumstances if she obtains $31 per week. 
 It has also been recently discovered that Mrs Jones was admitted to hospital some two to 
three months ago. She had been out drinking with some of her companions and it was 
necessary to admit her for medical treatment. She was detained at the hospital overnight. 
From all reports her behaviour, condition and actions in the hospital were deplorable. 
Mrs Jones has been extensively questioned regarding this and said that she only went out 
to have a couple of drinks with her friends. Mrs Jones was also recently seen at the TAB 
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and for a woman with such little means she is apparently not doing too badly for herself. 
Mrs Jones could give no reasonable explanation for going to the hotel or the TAB but 
said that she feels she needs some form of recreation and she needs friends. 
 It will be noted of course that previously when Kathy was restored on both known 
occasions that Kathy left the home, Mrs Jones did not report the matter to the 
Department or the Police. In fact it was on both occasions that I had to ascertain the 
situation by visiting the family home. It has been pointed out to Mrs Jones that this 
totally irresponsible attitude is just not good enough and under the circumstances I 
would most certainly not support that Kathy or her brothers come home. I pointed out to 
Mrs Jones at length that the children could get themselves into any trouble and Mrs 
Jones would not even apparently attempt to contact the Department ... 
 Obviously Mrs Jones is fairly well attached to her children but apparently is not prepared 
to be truthful, straightforward or in fact fair to the children by making a genuine effort to 
visit them. Mrs Jones has applied for restoration of the children. In view of the above I 
certainly could not recommend that (the children) be discharged to her care and I feel 
that I could not even recommend that the children come home for school holidays. This 
is simply because I cannot trust Mrs Jones I do not know of her behaviour and activities 
outside the home except if they are ascertained from somebody else. Local inquiries 
reveal that Kathy may have stayed away from home on at least two other occasions but 
the matter was not reported to the department. Strongly recommend that restoration of 
children be declined and that discharge of Kathy to mother be declined. (Home Report, 
24 March 1975) 
 In desperation the superintendent made another futile request for Kathy to be allowed to return 
home. Kathy had now over-stayed the duration of her sentence in a detention centre. Not surprisingly the 
response from the district officer had not shifted. 
 Mrs Jones was a little upset at the time of visit as she had been sure that her children 
were coming home for the school holidays. I informed Mrs Jones that she could not be 
trusted to inform the department if there were any problems. I pointed out the fact to her 
that Kathy has left home on two occasions and at least remained out overnight and she 
had not informed me. Mrs Jones said that her children had done nothing wrong and 
should not be in homes. I feel that if the children were returned to her care and got into 
any sort of trouble or failed  to go to school she would protect them, or just do nothing 
about it, as she did in the case of Kathy. Mrs Jones is a very difficult pathetic woman to 
encourage and could be described as being pathetic in general motivation. I feel that if 
the children were returned to her at the present time it would not be very long before 
they were in trouble ... I am adamant that if the children are returned to her care it will 
not be very long before they are in conflict with the law. Recommendation: note that 
mother's circumstances are unchanged and that she has little motivation. (Home Report 
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on Institution Inmate, 28 May 1976) 
 Kathy was never granted the required departmental approval to return home. Eventually the 
superintendent `went around' the district officer, releasing Kathy into the care of another family, from 
which she made her way back to her own family - unbeknown to the supervising district officer. Little 
more is known about Kathy's movements after this as the family moved, not informing the department of 
their relocation, and the case notes ceased.  
  
Policing Youth Culture 
Cheryl’s Notes 
When Cheryl was 13 she appeared before the Children's Court for being uncontrollable. She had been 
absent from school 23 days in term one and 27 days in term two. It was not so much that she was absent 
from school but what she did during this absence that became the substance of the case against her. The 
court was informed of the following details of Cheryl's misconduct. 
 Cheryl tends to associate with lesser desirable types in Campbelltown, particularly the 
Browns. Her brother, Roger, has not set a very good example as he has been on 
probation and also an institutional inmate during his career as a juvenile. Cheryl first 
came to notice through the Campbelltown Public High School as she had been truanting 
in the company of (usually) Lisa Brown... Cheryl had also been involved in a couple of 
street fights with other girls outside the school premises. At an interview at the school 
Mrs Jones stated she could not control Cheryl. Prior to this I personally had seen Cheryl 
in the company of young men at the Hotel. Cheryl had admitted that she has visited 
hotels on other occasions. She is also permitted to go to discos and rock dances and 
usually does not arrive home until midnight. (Court Report, 5 August 1978) 
 Following the court appearance, Cheryl was released on probation under the following 
conditions: that she be of good behaviour, resume school forthwith and attend regularly, accept 
supervision, not associate with any person not approved by the district officer, continue to reside with her 
mother, and not be absent from home after 7.30 at night (Order of Children's Court, 5 August 1978). 
During the period of her probation Cheryl contested the authority of the district officer to supervise her 
`freedom', choice of friends and leisure activities, ignoring instructions to dissociate with the Browns, her 
boyfriend and his group of friends. Her continued defiance resulted in court action for breaching the 
terms of her probation. The supervising district officer told the court that Cheryl did not like being told 
what to do, when to be home and with whom to socialise and concluded that: 
At all times Cheryl has been extremely insolent and has not responded in any way to guidance or 
supervision from this department ... At the time of the interview on 21/10/77 Cheryl 
stated that she would rather be locked up than have to make the effort to behave during 
the period of her probation. She seems to be of the opinion that a short committal is 
preferable to having people telling her what to do. She has no conception of right and 
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wrong and is completely amoral. In view of Cheryl's defiance of any type of authority 
and lack of acceptance of any type of guidance it is felt that she would not respond 
effectively to a short period in training. Recommendation: Committal to a Training 
School for a Minimum of Six Months. (Court Report, 17 November 1978) 
 Cheryl appealed to the NSW District Court against the severity of her sentence, but lost. Once 
incarcerated, the fact that she could not apparently see anything wrong with her conduct or that of her 
peers continued to be documented in her case notes as a source of irritation to those delegated with the 
responsibility for her rehabilitation. The psychologist attached to the detention centre, for example, made 
the following assessment of her. In it he expressed considerable frustration with the difficulty he was 
encountering in working with Cheryl. 
 Cheryl presented as an attractive girl, quietly confident of herself and her abilities. From 
what she says her mother appears to be quite ineffective in disciplining her and she is 
well aware that she can do as she pleases ... She has no idea of what responsibility means 
in definition or in practice for any age group. She does believe that she has done no 
wrong in her opinion and says she doesn't budge from that opinion when she's right. It 
would help her to work with someone who has good rapport with her as to the basis of 
defining a right\wrong opinion. She tends to be self-centred and conscious of her 
appearance and herself on the whole. She finds school a bore as it seems she has little 
value for education, secondly she hopes to work in a milk bar for which it would seem 
education was fruitless. A milk bar to her signifies meeting a lot of people. To work with 
Cheryl in terms of counselling would be difficult as her mother she says has no 
objections and hence with this backing Cheryl has all the excuse she needs. 
(Psychological Assessment, 28/11/78) 
 After spending four months in a training school for truants, Cheryl was returned to her mother's 
care. Only three months passed, however, before the same district officer who had been previously 
delegated by the Children's Court to supervise Cheryl's freedom again took court action against her. And 
again the substance of the case against her, which appears below, focused almost entirely on Cheryl's 
involvement with other local youth in certain activities while truanting from school. 
 Cheryl returned to school in February and was present until the 1/3/79 (a total of 6 days). 
She has been marked absent every day since. Attached is a copy of the medical 
certificate which covers Thursday and Friday for `illness'. She was to resume school on 
the Monday and her mother believed that she had in fact gone back, but Cheryl wagged 
for the next week and a half. She was wagging school with Shelly who appeared before 
this court on Monday, for school default. While she was not at school she went to 
Georges Milk bar, also Micks to play pool and Eddie's bar. Cheryl and another lass 
(aged 16) accompanied the lads who stole from the Hotel on Thursday (during school 
hours) and Cheryl is well aware of the poor reputations and previous court appearances 
for similar offences of most of the lads.  
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 Cheryl has yet again proved that she cannot keep to conditions placed on her by the 
Children's Court, and even the District Court. She has now obviously started to associate 
with those very much less desirable persons within the community as was previously 
anticipated prior to her original committal on 27/11/78. 
 The lass is still only 13 years of age and still has at least two years of schooling to 
complete before she can leave school. She states that she cannot cope with the work and 
does not like school for this reason. She is in fact a reasonably intelligent girl (I.Q. range 
94-105 which is middle of the upper range) but her previous non-attendance would mean 
that she is not up to date with her lessons. Again there appears no alternative but to again 
recommend a committal for a minimum of six months. This will still provide Cheryl 
with the educational opportunities which she has missed out on over the past year or so 
and also it will allow her to grow a little older and gain more maturity and develop more 
self discipline so that further supervision later can provide her with the very best 
assistance possible ... Recommendation: Committal to an institution for minimum period 
of six months. (Court Report, 14/3/79)  
 Throughout the many documents in Cheryl's criminal dossier, the same discourse recurs about 
the moral danger girls expose themselves to by participating in youth culture. Soon after Cheryl's release 
from custody, in a letter addressed to the superintendent, the supervising district officer went as far as to 
suggest that Cheryl's involvement in the local gang would inevitably lead to her falling pregnant: 
Perusal of reports submitted during her detention clearly indicate that the girl's mother cannot 
effectively supervise her; that she spends her time with young undesirable adults much 
older than herself; that she frequents hotels and that she has already been involved in 
sexual activity. In the short time she has been home she has gravitated to her former 
pattern of living. It will not be long before she will be an applicant for Family 
Assistance. (Letter to Superintendent, 13 December 1979).  
Two more examples from psychological assessments in Cheryl's case notes should suffice to illustrate the 
point. 
 She (Cheryl) has good recreational skills like squash, tennis, cricket, football, swimming. 
But seems to spend more leisure time walking the streets, "chucking laps" i.e. racing up 
and down in cars, (and) motor bike riding; the latter are types of recreation that seem to 
draw attention to herself and hence tends to indulge in them more. (Psychological 
Assessment, 28 November 1978)  
 She has a mixed group of peers from school kids up to adults (21-22) who like hanging 
around shopping centres and going to home parties. She stays away from home at night. 
Therefore Cheryl has developed a pattern of having her own way, she is quite egocentric 
in many respects and fails to see why others should determine what she should do. 
(Psychological Assessment, 30 March 1979) 
 There are several ways of reading the interaction between Cheryl and the justice authorities 
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described in the notes above. One way of taking up the issue is to argue that Cheryl's involvement with 
the `local gang' was a form of resistance to the imposition of compulsory schooling and her policing was 
a form of social control; an explicit attempt to contain the threat of working-class youth culture to the 
hegemony of conventional middle-class culture. Alternatively Cheryl's participation in street culture can 
be read as a defiance of the boundaries of a culture of femininity, which define the bedroom as the proper 
place for adolescent female culture and her criminalisation a punishment for transgressing the limits of 
those boundaries. Another but by no means definitive reading of Cheryl's notes analyses the policing of 
her participation in youth culture as an exercise in the government of youth (See Carrington, 1993 for a 
fuller analysis). 
Aboriginal Girls Processed by the Juvenile Justice System 
Lucy’s Notes 
Lucy's case provides a clear example of the consequences that the visibility of marginality has 
for young people living in Aboriginal communities. Lucy was apprehended with five others 
aged between eleven and fourteen drinking alcohol around a camp fire one Friday night. They 
were detected as the result of a routine police check of `the reserve', explained in the following 
extract from the arresting police officer's statement to the Children's Court.  
 On the arrival of the  police the majority of the children decamped to the nearby 
bush ... However some children remained ... and the child before the court Lucy 
was affected by intoxicating liquor ... Police inquiries later revealed, sir, the 
children had accumulated together what little money they had and this was an 
amount of $5.00 approximately. Then two of the children went to a hotel in the 
area seeking the aid of an adult person they knew in the hotel, obtained a flagon 
of wine and seven cans of beer. 
 They returned to (the back of the reserve) where the children began drinking. 
Eddie (one of the children) ended up in hospital with alcohol poisoning. (Sworn 
Statement, 6 July 1976) 
 In cross-examination the constable was asked, `You agree as far that this was an isolated 
incident and not a regular occurrence?' to which the constable replied, `It would appear so, sir, 
yes' (Court Transcripts, 6 July 1976). Despite this mitigating evidence all six of the apprehended 
Aboriginal children were committed to institutions. The youngest was eleven the eldest was 
sixteen and one of whom was Lucy. 
 
Sally’s Notes  
Sally’s case clearly illustrates how deficit discourses translate cultural difference and social marginality 
into evidence of ‘predelinquency' rationalising punitive welfare intervention. Because pathology is 
assessed in these discourses as deviations from the norm (Rose, 1984, p. 123), for example in relation to 
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normal family size, income, and concern about hygiene and education; normal IQ and literacy levels, 
attitudes to authority, work, school and so on, categories of pathology tend to be diagnosed in the image 
of the other. So despite the disavowal of race and other forms of prejudice as the grounds for modern day 
child welfare intervention, deficit discourses provided the juvenile justice authorities well into the later 
part of the twentieth century with constructions of normality which had a specifically criminalising effect 
on socially marginal populations. The most obvious example of this in the Australian context is the 
massive criminalisation rates of Aboriginal youth and their families. The psychological report quoted 
below presents a particularly striking example of deficit discourses at work in providing the justice 
system with a technique of evaluation which effectively pathologises cultural difference, in this case 
Aboriginality, and then provides the rationale necessary for severely punishing the Aboriginal girl before 
the court.  
Sally was seen twice at the remand shelter... She presented as a tall, thin, insecure 
aboriginal (sic) girl who was reluctant to talk about her family. She says she is one 
of eighteen children,... Sally has lived her whole childhood on the reserve and thus 
has developed the inner instincts of survival but is lacking social awareness.  
Cognitive testing indicates her to be in the mentally retarded group. However 
educational factors and cultural factors and lack of social (urban) stimulation would 
have effected (sic) the scores. Verbal tests indicate her to be educationally retarded. 
On performance tests she is poor in visual - motor areas especially of the spatial 
nature ... Sally presents as functioning on an upper borderline low dull normal level. 
Sally is unmotivated to achieve and has poor resistence (sic). She is functioning at 
present in a basic concrete level where she seeks gratification of her primary needs. 
She has few behavioural controls and has little value of other's property. She lacks 
concepts of time, finance, and maintaining social relationships. She is happy with 
her egocentric lifestyle and reacts strongly when the stability of this is threatened. 
Thus counselling will be of little help to this girl both because of her mental 
functioning and her motivation. ....Recommend training to continue. (Psychological 
Report, 6 February 1979)  
 Sally's crimes may have been trivial, four convictions for drunkenness and one for unseemly 
words, but her punishment was not. At the time of Sally's committal, most juveniles committed to 
institutions in NSW were, like Sally, sentenced in general terms. She spent four and half months in a 
detention centre where she was subjected to the usual forms of psychological evaluation. It is in the 
context of the general committal that psychological discourses take on a particularly important practical 
dimension in the administration of juvenile justice. Psychologists recommend that training either continue 
or that the inmate be discharged. The psychological assessment quoted above clearly endorses Sally's 
continued institutionalisation on the basis that she has not responded well to training. It is Sally's cultural 
differences in regard to concepts of time, finance and disregard for private property which effectively 
provide the bureaucratic rationale for her continued training. Her cultural differences are represented in 
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this psychological as obstacles to her training and normalisation - to the individualised solutions imposed 
by judicial and extra-judicial agencies to the visibility of her marginality on the streets of Bourke.  Sally's 
case was not an isolated or exaggerated example where psychological forms of knowledge performed a 
crucial role in attributing a range of deficits to Aboriginal girls and which then had a considerable impact 
on their management in the administration of justice. 
Brook’s Notes 
In one instance in Carrington’s study an Aboriginal girl was removed from the streets of a rural town and 
taken into custody simply because she had sexual relationships with white rural boys. Brook came from a 
large extended family many of whom drifted in and out of the rural town she grew up in. Her family were 
well known to the local police and some of her brother’s had police records and had spent time in jail. 
Brook herself was not regarded by the authorities as a troublesome child and had no criminal record. She 
regularly congregated with a group of young people who met at the local park in the town centre. Over 
time she had formed sexual relationships with some of the white boys in this mixed race peer group. 
Parents of these boys, concerned Brook might fall pregnant or spread decease to their sons, raised 
concerns about her conduct with the local authorities. She was charged with being uncontrollable (no 
longer an offence) and sentenced to institutionalisation which removed her from the community which 
took offence to her visible inter-racial sexuality. Upon Brook’s committal to an institution, details of her 
offence were described in the following terms. 
The young person would leave places of residence and engage in sexual intercourse 
with a number of boys. She was not of good behaviour. (Record of Case on 
Committal to Institution, 3 May 1980) 
Upon being taken into custody this girl was found to have syphilis. A training program then commenced 
during which she was: 
 taught the basic rudiments of contraception and is presently on the pill. She has been 
advised to see the local sister when necessary, and attempts have been made to 
develop more personal responsibility and restraint in her relationships with boys. All 
will be to little avail after her inevitable `Discharge Celebration' down at the local. 
(Resident Psychologist Review of Inmate, 6 August 1980) 
 The social visibility of the sexuality of Aboriginal girls in small rural communities contests the 
normative boundaries of the architecture of rural life. In these insular rural minded discourses Aboriginal 
girls were represented as sources of moral decay and sexually transmitted disease and called upon to bear 
the sole responsibility for sexual hygiene and contraception not their companions. Aboriginal girls thus 
bore the brunt of social and familial anxieties of interracial mixing and were made the guardians of white 
racial purity  in rural communities through the disciplining of their sexuality.  
 
                     
i.
 Judy had the following list of offences recorded against her name in the NSW juvenile criminal 
index. Dates have been altered slightly and the names of particular Children's Courts and magistrates 
presiding over those courts have been excluded in the interests of suppressing any individually 
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identifying information.  
  Date  Matter/offence   Court Order 
July 1979   Exposed to Moral Danger   Probation 12 months 
Aug  1979   Breach of Probation  Suspended Committal 18 mths 
Oct  1979   Uncontrollable   Committal to an Institution 
Jan  1980   Uncontrollable   Committal to an Institution 
June 1980   Destitute   Committal to Wardship     
Jan  1981   Abscond   Committal to an Institution 
ii.
 About a month into her suspended committal a hand written note on Judy's file stated that she gave 
evidence in a carnal knowledge matter.  
iii.
 Court action for absconding from a departmental establishment, ward hostel, remand shelter, institution 
or detention centre can be taken under Section 139 for wards, or Section 55 for juvenile offenders of the 
1939 Child Welfare Act (NSW). The harbouring or absconding wards is an offence under section 148 (2) 
of this Act. Legislation introduced in 1988, the Children Detention Centre Act, differentiates between 
absconding from a ward shelter and escaping from a detention centre. Absconding can be dealt with by 
the superintendent of the shelter under section 21 of this Act. Escaping is regarded as more serious and is 
punishable through court action under section 33. 
